legal-i AG
Sulgenrain 12
3007 Bern
hello@legal-i.ch

Open: Fullstack Engineer position @ AI-startup

Company Description:
legal-i is changing the way lawyers work. With its AI-technology it empowers lawyers to find
case relevant data 10x faster than before. As a result, lawyers have more time focusing on
value-add activities. This is both beneficial for the lawyer and its clients.
Our AI-based system extracts legally relevant information out of PDF-documents with over
1000 pages. The technical challenges are manyfold: they range from preprocessing the
scanned pages with computer vision algorithms and OCR, over extracting the relevant text
with natural language processing and machine learning, to displaying the extracted data in
the most user friendly way in a user interface.
legal-i’s technical team is supported by a research group of Prof. Erik Graf and Prof. Jürgen
Vogel that consists of a post-doc and several students.
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Job description

Our Values and Vision:
We see our work as an adventure and not as a 9-to-5 job. Our highest value is to learn and
become better everyday. Rather than hierarchy we value the best and most competent input.
Our vision is to become the world’s leading legal and insurtech Startup in legal document
study.
What we are looking for:
We are looking for a passionate software engineer (at minimum a finished or almost finished
bachelor or masters in computer science) with the following characteristics:
●

You are willing to learn and work with the latest frontend, backend and cloud
technologies such as Vue.js, Python, Java, and Docker.

●
●
●
●

You are willing to take responsibility from day one and work on core features of our
product.
You are not intimidated by the challenge of developing new features and implementing
and maintaining them from handwritten sketches to the deployed components.
You are interested in data engineering, machine learning, and natural language
processing.
You are crazy enough to think that you can change the world.

Place of work:
Our offices are in Bern and currently at home. Our clients are based all over Switzerland.
Start of emplyoment:
1 May 2020 or according to agreement.
Contact:
Are you ready for a challenge? Send us a short intro-email to achim.kohli@legal-i.ch together
with your CV.
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